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Kisco Announces New Product
To Boost Interactive System Performance
_____________________________
Saranac Lake, NY, December 3, 2004: Kisco Information Systems today
announced the release of GoFaster, an iSeries utility that boosts interactive
system performance in OS/400 and i5/OS.

GoFaster is an application that works with OS/400 and i5/OS operating systems,
normally attached to the family of computers AS/400, iSeries and eServer i5. Its
purpose is to achieve the maximum interactive performance in those machines
where interactive capacity is artificially limited, preventing you from getting the full
use of your system.

System performance is measured by the number of times that a specific type of
instruction is executed per second. This number is known as the CPW rate and it
is used to establish comparisons between different AS/400 models. It makes
reference to the capacity to execute interactive type instructions, known as
Interactive CPW, compared to the capacity to execute any kind of instruction
(interactive, batch and others), making up the Total CPW. For example, a 720-

206A model has a Total CPW of 240 and only an Interactive CPW of 35, well
below the full capability of the system.

With GoFaster, Interactive CPW is raised to the same level as Total CPW, which
in most cases means a significant increase on its original value. In the previous
example, the increase on Interactive CPW is 7 times the contracted CPW. This
is achieved without any hardware modifications or upgrades.

GoFaster is licensed for a defined time period. License terms are available for
periods from 3 months to 2 years. During the license period, customers have full
use of the software and support is included in the license fee.

For more information on GoFaster, or any product from Kisco Information
Systems, go to www.kisco.com, send email to sales@kisco.com or call the office
at 518.897.5002
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